keith haring
USING INSPIRATION FROM KEITH HARING, HERE ARE
TWO WAYS TO MAKE ART IN HIS STYLE!
Materials:

White paper
Colored paper
Pencil
Black marker or crayon
Scissors
Glue

STEP

TIP:
Draw your figures in
the corner of the
page so you can save
the unused parts of
your paper for later
art making.

Draw an outline of a person posing on a piece of colored paper. If that’s
tricky for you, draw a stick figure and trace around it like you’re putting it in
a bubble! Then, draw more figures in different poses on different colors.

STEP
Next cut out your
drawings. Arrange all of
your figures on the white
paper. Move them
around to get them to fit
best. Then glue down
your figures.

STEP
Get creative! Outline your figures in
black marker. Then think about ways
to fill the spaces between the people.
Add different lines to show motion

keith haring: chalk outlines
Materials:
Chalk!
It will also help to
have a friend or two
so you can help trace
each other.

Find a safe place
outside to make
your art. This may
be a cement porch
or paved
playground. Be
careful not to lie
down where cars
may travel.

STEP 1: Lie down and choose a pose. You might find inspiration from your
favorite dance move! Have a friend trace your body.
STEP 2: Repeat posing and tracing, taking turns with your friends. Try
to think of poses that will fit together like puzzle pieces.
STEP 3: Trace over the lines to make them thick. This way you can see
them from far away.
STEP 4: Add lines and decorations in between the figures.

Be sure to share you fun
with us! Tag the Frick
@frickpgh and use
#frickpghkids

Tip for both projects!
Think of how the body outline would move—is it
waving? Add curved lines to show us. What else
can you add? Adding lines and shapes in patterns
are a way to make your design more unique.

